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The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closu.re and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE 

Dear Chairman Principi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

We have attached some more letters fiom concerned citizens in the Pittsburgh area. 
Please add these letters to the 6,000 + letters that we delivered on July 22,2005. 

L. Holsworth 
or BRAC Task Force 

1550 Coraopolis Heights Road 
Moon Township, Pa 15 108 
412- 490- 5092 
41 2- 490- 5048 (fax) 
pitbrac@,yahoo.com 
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: 
Darlene J. Restich, President 

Jackie Burkhart, Vice President 
Roger Horgan 
Sandy Lamb 

Bill Scalise 

Jeanne M. Creese, Township Manager 
Roberta L. Schmitt, Township Secretary 

2418 HILLTOP ROAD PRESTO, PENNSYLVANIA 15142 (412) 279-2525 FAX (412) 279-2380 

August 3,2005 

Sally Haas 
Pittsburgh Airport Area Chamber of Commerce 
850 Beaver Grade Road 
Moon Twp., PA 15 108 

Dear Ms. IIaas: 

w Enclosed is an executed Resolution adopted by the Board of Commissioners of Collier Township, in 
support of the efforts of the Coalition, to retain military base facilities within Allegheny County. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

Koberta 1,. Schmitt 
Township Secretary 



RESOLUTION 
NO. 0 7 1 2 0 5 - 0 1  

Resolution of C O L L  I E R  TOWNSH I P (Name of Municipality), County of Allegheny, 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, supporting the efforts of the regional coalition to retain military base facilities in 
Allegheny County, and further, call& on the U.S. Department i f  Defense and the Base ~ e a l i ~ k m e n t  and Closure 
Commission to keep the 91 1th Airlift Wing, 99th Regional Readiness Center, and the 171st Air Refueling Wing 
open and operating. 

WHEREAS, the Pentagon is preparing to close up to a quarter of the nation's 425 bases; and the 
recommendations will then be provided to the Base Realignment and Closure commission appointed by the 
President for review and further recoiumendations before being presented to the President by September 8th and 
then on to Congress for final approval; ,and 

WHEREAS, urban encroachment on existing bases is considered to be a major drawback -a concern that 
does not exist in Allegheny County as the Allegheny County Airport Authority set aside land adjacent to the military 
bases near Pittsburgh International Airport to give the three installations headquartered there (the 171st Air 
Refueling Wing, the 91 1th Military Airlift Group, and the 99th Regional Readiness Command) additional land if 
needed; and 

WHEREAS, a coalition of ir~terested parties in this region has been working proactively to retain the 
military operations and services in Allegheny County; members include the Military Affairs Council of Western 
Pennsylvania, the Allegheny County Airport Authority, the Allegheny Conference on Community Development, the 
Airport Area Chamber of Commerce, local veterans groups, the Chief Executive, and members of the Allegheny - .  - .  
~ o " n t y  Congressional Delegation including Congresswoman Hart and Congressmen Doyle, Murtha, and Murphy; 
and 

WHEREAS, the presence of ithe three military operations and services in Allegheny County is of great 
value to this community as an economic engine for the region, contributing more than $8 billion of economic 
activity each year into Pennsylvania cornmunities, including payroll and contracts with local firms; Pennsylvania is 
home to the nation's largest National Guard and thousands of troops are currently serving our nation overseas; and 

WHEREAS, the Base Realignment and Closure Commission is required, by statute, to treat all military 
installations equally and is looking specifically at each installation's current and future mission capabilities and the 
impact on operational readiness of the tctal force, including the impact on joint war fighting, training and readiness; 
our local units serve as a focal point for the defense and homeland security facilities in Southwestern Pennsylvania, 
are important to the military's mission, and have been documented to be cost-effective units; and 

WHEREAS, the Military Affairs Council, as a member of the coalition, has commissioned a study that 
will not only review the military value and mission of retaining military facilities in Southwestern Pennsylvania, but 
will also discuss specific opportunities that exist at the airport for military operations expansion that would benefit 
the Department of Defense and Homeland Security; and 
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WHEREAS, the Town 5 h i P 0 f Co 1 1 i e r (Name of Municipality) desires to support the 
Coalition and join other officials such as U.S. Senators Arlen Specter and Rick Santorum, and State Senator John 
Pippy and State Representative Mark IMustio who represent the airport area, in their support of the Coalition and its 
mission; 

The Township of Collier (Name of Municipality) hereby resolves as 
follows: 

SECTION 1.  

Collier Township (Name of Municipality) supports the efforts of the regional coalition 
to retain military base facilities in Allegheny County, and further, calls on the U.S. Department of Defense and the 
Base Realignment and Closure Commission to keep the 91 1th Airlift Wing, 99th Regional Readiness Center, and 
the 17 1st Air Refueling Wing open and operating. 

Enacted by the Town 5 h i p o f C o 1 1 i e r (Name of Municipality), this 1 2 t h day of J u 1 y 
,2005. 

/- I- hw "- 
Darlene J. W s t  ich, President 

w Attest: 
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July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairnlan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Priilcpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not Lhe 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified perso~mel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Cl~arles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, SUJ te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and .More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also liosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 I "' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I~ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburg,h's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Yr The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1Ih AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Cllarles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 

f'r- &L+/ u c ( (  



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suxte 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzii~g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Sui.te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Cominissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conimission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all ail-craft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

WP' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su-ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical co~nmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a vai-iety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chaim~an 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commissioil 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 l t h  Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affclrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Qu The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Comnission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to o w  nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is  not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which resull in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent iit the gaining bases to support this. The 911'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coininissioners, 

The 91 l th Airlift Wing is vilal to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lih can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 911" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Keadiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and .More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Conlmissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical con~munity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If i t  can fly, i t  
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combinin,g the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircrafi ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expailsion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can support additional aircrafl right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 1 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be coi~sidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th  AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 1"' can supporl additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense postme, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent ,at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sinc - 1 , 

fllv/ ~ f l ~ L i d  



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J, J'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of'tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and IMore 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical cominunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

wlf The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have lo be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and ]Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 911th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 991h RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical co~nmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su.ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 11 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in kalyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve om military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sin erely, 

JN QLd-&,, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l l h  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, ~t 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a vai-iety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzhg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoi3 Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The IIonorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and :More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Cormnissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready access~bility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining, the 9gth RSC and Cllarles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Comn~issioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 l th  Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
fimctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1''' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincere y, ~------Tfi. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. l'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to b,e spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerelv. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and 1Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, mL 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chainnan Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Ql!w The data used in analyzing this base's military valuc was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lLh AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t'1 RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, I 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical comn~unity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R~ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lih can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'V The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolme1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, ,-, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su~.te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and :More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to om nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyziilg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Wv The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

QV The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  I1'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in ana1yzin.g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 '" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 991h RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, f 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su.ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and .l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

r The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions w l ~ i c l ~  result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Ijrincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Deai- Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best sei-ve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified perso~~nel  who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical co~nmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve lour military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent .at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 I"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly S~ypol-t Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Prjncipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 11 t" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lt" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, &&?.bM 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su-ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in ana1yzin.g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairnlan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for- its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 t" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

(r The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 1 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gth RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Coinrnission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnail 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location fol- 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 l th  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
hnctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Cominissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I"rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignrnent Commissioii 
252 1 South Clark Street, Sui~te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 llh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th  AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lih Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Qu' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and 'More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 

Y ,  



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gth RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to o w  nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all ail-craft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Com~nission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman P~incpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I?rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic locatlon for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and a11 excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lib can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four i-unways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in ana1yzin.g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 t" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. IYrincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. - ~ - 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best seive our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be coilsidered for expansion as pal? of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

n 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I~ellow BRAC Coimnissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to om nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinnlunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

uw The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expailsion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, , 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and {Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and .l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzii~g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to senre. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sinc e y, 

Jd&&{Q 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 1 lh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and :More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Wv The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. l'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lih can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four nmways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'II The data used in analyzilig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as pal-t of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic locatioii for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afhrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persome1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical comn~unity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'w The data used in analyzi~lg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified perso~vlel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, S~lite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" Thi:; cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 t" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincjpi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and R~ealignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location foi- 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for Its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can supporl additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four nmways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, , 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, 1,and and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. lJillsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmui~ity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's mjlitary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have vc~lunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J .  Princlpi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and IZealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 tl' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical co~nmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways aflord any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzi~ig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolinel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Keadiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Corrimission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh cam support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afhrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-cffcctive operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analfzil-lg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
- 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 11"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansioii as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be cionsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Qw The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolme1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sin rely fi<&--\ 



1 July 14,2005 

The Honvrable Anthony J .  I'rincipi, Chair~nan 
Defense Base Closuie and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlinglon, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

1 Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nalion's defense, and in a strategic location for 
l~omeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excelleiit 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

I 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
thc assigned, qualified persolulel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expa~isioii as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regioiial Center -- combining the 99"' RS C and Cliarles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerelv. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnail 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical comn~unity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmuiiity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four nuiways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibillty. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolme1 who have volunteered to serve. Additioiially, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppol Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital lo our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's nliljlary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoll Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J .  I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical co~nrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
f~mctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Su.ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can supporl additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affix-d any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "I[ it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Su.il:e 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Rc: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgli's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lt" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afhrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's rnili.tary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense post~~re,  nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combinin!; the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Corrlmission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical colnrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lib can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affisrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxypayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persome1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Deas Chairman Princpi and .Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location ~ O I  

lmmeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1Ih can support additional aircraft right now. Land IS not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, 11 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 ltl' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowncd for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affix-d any and all aircraft ready accessibdity. "If it can fly, 11 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety oftenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 911'" c:m support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afhrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
f~mctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 11 t" AW should 
not be closed! Tt should be considered for exlxu~sion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- co.mbining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combinin,g the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



SLB JECT: LNQLE & IRREPLACEAE3LE 
RASEITNSTL~LATIi~N/FACILIl~~~r: KELLY SUPPORT FACILITY 

THE CHARLES E. KELLY SLPPORT FACILITY IS LNQUE A h !  
lRREPLACEABLE ARMY POST. 

UNTOLE IN PROVIDING SERVICES NOT ONLY TO THE NG\!17 AND ,WlY 
RESERVE, BLT ALSO THE NATIONAL G U r W .  AIR FORCE. NAVAL, COAST 
GUARD A N D  h.114REiT RESERVES .UONG ltlI'T?'H THE ARAfi- CORP OF 
ENGINEERS, AND ITS NATI0N.C PA= RANGERS. THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
SERVICE, THE F L U  AND ARE,\ ROTC UNITS. 
UrU?QUE IN HAITING ON SITE THE THIRD MOST PROFIT-4BLE COh,Ih.IISSARY 
SERVING THE LARGE GROW OF :-\CTn'E RESERVE CALL UP FXhlllLLES AND 
FULFILLING THE PROWISES '!rO THE R E m E  COkIR4UNITY WITH THE 
ONLY RETIREMENT SERVICE OFFICE WITHIN 200 MILES. 
UNIQUE AT THE hT\'ILLE ISI,ANTD SITE - HL4VIYG THE CA4PABILITY OF 
REPAIRING URPN-v\sc, CL4LD3RATCITG CBR DETECTION EQUIPhENT ALONG WITH 
THE LARGEST OSHA APPROVED MILIT-R'Y' PXKT ROOM (90 FEET) AND 
SANDBLAST AREA ON THE EAST COAST. 

WECEPLACEL4I3LE FOR NO SITE C,&W PROI'I13E ALL THE SERVICES OF THE 
KELLY SUPPORT FACILITY AT LESS COST TO THE TAXPAYERS BOTH NOW 
AND INTO THE FORESEEAl3LE FUTURE. THIS POST Ha4S ROOM FOR 
EXPANSION. 
IRREPLACEAEILE BECAUSE THE FAA M141NTAINS ,&I ALTERNATE AII.: 
CONTROL TOWER FOR THE GREATER PITTSBURGH AIRPORT ON THIS 
POST. 
IRREPLACEABLE FOR NO LAIc'D EXISTS I 3  THE METROPOLITAN 
PITTSBURGH . M A  THAT IIAS TI* COMBINED PFESICAL FEATURES OF 
TI* CHARLES E. KELLY POST. 
IRREPLACEABLE - THE hEVIILE ISL1-I1'D CAY ACCEPT REPLAIRS FROM THE 
WATER, R A I L ,  4 L , M  HIGHIT'-\Y OR VERTICAL AIRCRAFT IS 
ADJACENT TO A RAIL YARD b?TH AN ARMY COW OF ENGINEERS SITE 
NEXT DOOR. THE REPAIR SI'TE IS ON SLY FEET OF CONCRETE iWD CAX 
,ACCEPT AND REPiilR THE HEAVIEST EQIWhfENT IN THE L4RhIY 
INVENTORY. 

I WZL BE HAPPY TO PROVIDE ADDITlOKAL DOCLMENTA-HON FOR THE 
ABOVE STATEMENTS. I KNOW THIS POST BECAUSE I VOLUNTEER ONE 
DAY A WEEK AT THE ID CARD CE?-ITER. 

MAJOR JAhES hi. MOORE 
USAR RTD 

Sent E-Mail to Brac Commission 7i03i05 
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Subject: 

Date: 

SIR. 

"McCausland Linda MSgt 911 CES/CEOUM <Linda.McCausland@pittsburgh.af.rn~l> 

I HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF THE 91 lTH AIRLIFT WlNG SINCE APRIL 1981,l AM STILL HERE AS A MEMBER OF THE 
91 lTH ClVlL ENGINEERING SQ. I HAVE COME TO VIEW MY BASE AS A FAMILY, A HOME, A PLACE OF SAFETY. 
I LlKE THE PEOPLE HERE WE ARE DEDICATED, HARDWORKING, HONORABLE WE LlKE SERVING OUR COUNTRY. 
WE LlKE OUR BASE, OUR CITY AND WE WANT TO STAY HERE IN PITTSBURGH!!!!! WE GET A LOT OF SUPPORT 
FROM OUR AREA AND OUR SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES. MY FAMILY IS AN AIR FORCE FAMILY, MY HUSBAND AND 
I AM 91 lTH AIRLIFT WlNG MEMBERS. MY UNIT 91 lTH CES WE ARE PROUD OF ALL THE WORK AND ACIEVEMENTS 
WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED OVER THE YEARS WHICH ARE MANY AND HOPEFULLY MANY MORE TO COME. I ,  LlKE SO 
MANY OF THE PEOPLE HERE AT THE 91 lT" AW PITTSBURGH LlKE SERVING IN THE AIR FORCE AND WANT TO STAY 
AND CONTINUE TO DO THE JOB WE VOLUTEER TO DO IN PITTSBURGH PA!!!!! 

SINCERELY, 
MSGT LINDA MCCAUSLAND 
91 lTH ClVlL ENGINEERING SQ. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retailling 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Sui.te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow B M C  Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzi1:g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense post~u-e, nor would it  result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, - 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conimission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsbur~;h's renowned for its medical co~nmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessib~lity. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
fkctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gL" RSC w d  Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow RRAC Colmnissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth ciu~ support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affbrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, jt 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable ~ n t h b n ~  J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Piincpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to om nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. l'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and RLealignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I~ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 '" Airlift Wing is vital lo our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at ~ i t t s b u r ~ h ! "  This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts'a variety of tenant 
functions which result in tax.payer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coimissioners, - 
The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 

homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Com~nissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. J'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and .l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmuiiity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 "' can s~ypor t  additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, 11 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best sei-ve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J .  I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Rase Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chainnan Princpi and I?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Piltsburgh's renowned for its inedical coinmunity and a11 excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expaiision as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chaim~an 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to om nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affc~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent (at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gL" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best seive our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Com:mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Piincpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Qv The data used in analyzi~ig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vltal to our nation's defense, and in a strategic locatioii for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affcn-d any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!'' This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additioi~ally, more 
monies will have to be spent ,at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincjpi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

QP The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as pa12 of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Cliarles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzi~lg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conimissioii 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzilig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoiulel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l7ellow BRAC Coimissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
- 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified perso~lnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgb, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical cornmiunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persorlnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent <at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sin erely, 

\ 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I~ellow BRAC Co~nmissionei-s, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can supporl additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's nlilitary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 1 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expailsion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and l%llow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 1 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppol-t Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. f'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Conlrnission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l?ellow BRAC Coimnissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, A 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable ~ n t h o n ~  J. Pi-incipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 1;:ealignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lL" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affix-d any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoll Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su:~te 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgli's renowned for its medical coinmunity and ail excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lL" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 11"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Prindpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th  Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellenl 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!'' This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and ]?ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolme1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Su:ite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth ~ i r l i f t  Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical colnmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

QV The data used in analyzil-~g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~missioii 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persolxiel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conimission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th  Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and P.ealignmeiit Conimission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coimissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can supporl additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
f~mctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combinin,g the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to om nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in tax:payer savings. 

w0 The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persome1 who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th  AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Yrincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Ke: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Corninissioners, 

The 9 1 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'crr The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chainnan Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affiord any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyziiig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99Ih RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmu~iity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four nmways aflord any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it car1 fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
funct~ons which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerelv, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chainnan Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affxd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defe'ense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoluiel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansioii as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99''' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1''' crui support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'' AW should 
not be closed! It should he considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppol? Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strateg~c location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical con~munity and ail excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1''' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affisrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suiie 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's niilitary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgli's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's niilitary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best seive our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 
B 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. 13-incipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and liealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can supporl additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways a f h d  any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "Ifit can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 t" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expalision as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Cliarles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Cominissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinrnunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in inalyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gth RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional ajrcraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all a~rcraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, - 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affbrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This, cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoir~liel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expaixion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSCl and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerelv. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. IPrincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical coinrnunity and an excelleiit 
recruiting area. The 91 llh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-eflective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
f~inctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzii~g this base's niilitary value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense postme, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoimel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readmess 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Cornmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, 1,and and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coimissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" Tlzis cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 93'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and liealignmcnt Comniission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t'' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgli's renowned for its medical coinmunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afibrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions wllicli result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best sellre our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additioiially, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansioi~ as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoll Facility. 

Si erely, r/ 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, SuiLte 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :l?ellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

wmf The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircrafi would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combiniqg the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. T'rincipi, Chainna-n 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and ]Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pillsburgli's renowned for its medical coinmuility and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 11"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and .Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical comnlunity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combinin,g the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R.ealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

wv" The data used in analyzi~lg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoinnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 
A 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. l'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' c:m support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affbrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyziiig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Coinmissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways a fh -d  any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affbrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This, cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzirig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I?rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 11'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. Tlie 91 l th  AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
liomeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persoinnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh crm support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways aflbrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

av' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoi-l Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. E'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and F.ealignrnent Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

ww The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Suppoi-t Facility. 

Sincerely, I 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. F'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Comlnission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and :More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Cominissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified persormel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. J'rincipi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
fimctions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w" The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commissioi~ 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 1 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" c;m support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afhrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

wv' The data used in analyziiig this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Conlmission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can s~lpport additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "lf it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 9 11"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J.  l?rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft riglit now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these - 

aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in tax payer savings. 

w The data used in analyzi~lg this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and :More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affcrd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, n 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. I'rincipi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and :Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth crm support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and R-ealignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suilte 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and I~ellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l'h can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgli's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lLh can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If i t  can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircrafi would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it 1-esult in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be clonsidered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerelv. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realigilment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Conlmissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburph's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Con~mission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

'IJ The data used in ana1yzi1-~g this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 1 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fcllow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical conmuility and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and M o r e  

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1 th AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles B. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 t" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 9 1 1 th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th  AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, I 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1''' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affi~rd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
252 1 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lt" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expailsion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Con~n~issioners, 

The 91 1 th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If i t  can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

v The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 9gt" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chainnan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Rlealignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

Qw' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1 t'l can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, f l  



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and IMore 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical con~munity and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If i t  can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lt" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t'' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, / 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1'" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1'" can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

QV The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 



July 14,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 l th  Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 l th  can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways affixd any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyziug this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it  result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99'" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 
h 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Princi pi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 91 1 "' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 1"' can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways afford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Joint Readiness 
Regional Center -- combining the 99t" RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 



The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE July 10,2005 

The 91 lth Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for homeland 
security. Pittsburgh's renown foi- its medical community and an excellent recruiting area. The 
91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the issue! The four runways afford any 
and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective 
operation also hosts a variety of tenant functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these aircraft 
would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining the assigned, 
qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more monies will have to spent at 
the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1'" AW should not be closed! It should be considered for 
expansion as part of a Joint Readiness Regional Center -- combining the 99th RSC and Charles E. 
Kelly Support Facility. 

Address : 



The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE July 10, 2005 

The 91 1 th ~ i r l i f t  Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for homeland 
security. Pittsburgh's renown for its medical community and an excellent recruiting area. The 
91 l th can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the issue! The four runways afford any 
and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective 
operation also hosts a variety of tenant functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

(V The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these aircraft 
would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining the assigned, 
qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Add~tionally, more monies will have to spent at 
the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lth AW should not be closed! It should be considered for 
expansion as part of a Joint Readiness Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. 
Kelly Support Facility. 

Address: 



The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE July 10, 2005 

The 91 1"' Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for homeland 
security. Pittsburgh's renown for its medical community and an excellent recruiting area. The 
91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the issue! The four runways afford any 
and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective 
operation also hosts a variety of tenant functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w 
The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these aircraft 

would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining the assigned, 
qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more monies will have to spent at 
the gaining bases to support this. The 91 lLh AW should notbe closed! It should be considered for 
expansion as part of a Joint Readiness Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. 
Kelly Support Facility. 



The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE July 10, 2005 

The 91 1 th ~ i r l i f t  Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for homeland 
security. Pittsburgh's renown for its medical corninunity and an excellent recruiting area. The 
91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the issue! The four runways afford any 
and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective 
operation also hosts a variety oftenant functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these aircraft 
would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining the assigned, 
qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more monies will have to spent at 
the gaining bases to support this. The 91 l th AW should not'be closed! It should be considered for 
expansion as part of a Joint Readiness Regional Center -- combining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. 
Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, , , /' Jff ' 
, L4 ,V&' 



The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 6100 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: PITTSBURGH, LAND & MORE July 10, 2005 

The 91 lt" Airlift Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for homeland 
security. Pittsburgh's renown for its medical community and an excellent recruiting ar-ea. The 
91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the issue! The four runways afford any 
and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective 
operation also hosts a variety of tenant functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

w The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these aim-aft 
would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining the ass~gned, 
qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more monies will have to spent at 
the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should not be closed! It should be cons~dered h- 
expansion as part of a Joint Readiness Regional Center -- combining the 99Ih RSC and Charles E. 
Kelly Support Facility. 



July 14, 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi, Cllairnlan 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
2521 South Clark Street, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Re: Pittsburgh, Land and More 

Dear Chairman Princpi and Fellow BRAC Commissioners, 

The 9 11"' Airlifi Wing is vital to our nation's defense, and in a strategic location for 
homeland security. Pittsburgh's renowned for its medical community and an excellent 
recruiting area. The 91 lth can support additional aircraft right now. Land is not the 
issue! The four runways al'ford any and all aircraft ready accessibility. "If it can fly, it 
can land at Pittsburgh!" This cost-effective operation also hosts a variety of tenant 
functions which result in taxpayer savings. 

lu' The data used in analyzing this base's military value was flawed! Relocating these 
aircraft would not best serve our military defense posture, nor would it result in retaining 
the assigned, qualified personnel who have volunteered to serve. Additionally, more 
monies will have to be spent at the gaining bases to support this. The 91 1"' AW should 
not be closed! It should be considered for expansion as part of a Jomt Readiness 
Regional Center -- condining the 99"' RSC and Charles E. Kelly Support Facility. 

Sincerely, 

n 


